Geomorphometry in Marine Habitat Mapping:
Lessons Learned from the Past 10 Years of Applications
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Glossary
Geomorphometry

General Geomorphometry

Specific Geomorphometry

Marine Geomorphometry

Science on which
quantitative measurements of
terrain morphology
from Digital Terrain Models (DTMs)
are based, with foundations in
geosciences, mathematics, and
computer sciences; terrain analysis

Branch of geomorphometry
that deals with the continuous
measurements of terrain to derive
terrain attributes
(e.g., slope, aspect, rugosity)
over an entire surface

Branch of geomorphometry that
deals with the
extraction and characterization
of discrete terrain features
(e.g., peaks, channels, moraines)

Sub-discipline of geomorphometry
that focusses on (1) the use and
adaptation of existing methods to
study the marine environment, and
(2) the development of new methods
to address issues particular to the
study of the seafloor

The 5 Steps of Geomorphometric Analysis
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Sampling the Depth
of the Seafloor

Generating a
Digital
Bathymetric Model

For centuries, the lead line
was the main instrument
used to determine the depth
of the seafloor, until remote
sensing revolutionized the
ways we measure
bathymetry.

Many interpolation
methods exist to generate
gridded DTMs from depth
samples.

Satellite
Radar
Altimetry

Acoustic
Remote
Sensing

Optical
Remote
Sensing

Bathymetric
LiDAR
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Preprocessing

The Combined Uncertainty
and Bathymetric Estimator
(CUBE) is particularly
relevant for marine
geomorphometry as it
accounts for errors specific
to acoustic remote sensing.
The spatial scale of the
model is defined by the
data collection methods
and data quality.

A DTM must be prepared
before deriving terrain
attributes or extracting
terrain features.
In marine
geomorphometry, this
corresponds to the
correction of
errors and artefacts
commonly found in
bathymetric datasets
(e.g., spurious soundings,
motion artefacts).

Geomorphometry in Habitat Mapping
Marine habitat mapping is one of the major applications areas where the
use of marine geomorphometry has grown in recent years, due to the
potential of terrain characteristics to act as proxies of species distribution
Each of the 5 steps of geomorphometric analysis has potential
implications for the habitat mapping process

Data Collection
Method

Defines

Spatial
Resolution
& Extent
Data
Quality

Interpolation
Method

Defines

Influences

To date,
geomorphometry
studies in the
habitat mapping
literature have
mainly focussed
on the two last
steps of this
workflow

Bathymetry
Errors and
Artefacts

Computation &
Extraction

Defines

Influences
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Analysing the
Digital
Bathymetric Model

Terrain attributes
computed from a 3 x 3
analysis window have been
extensively used in marine
studies. More and more
studies now look at different
window sizes to study the
role of spatial scale in
marine environments.
The extraction of terrain
features is rapidly gaining
traction in marine studies,
particularly since the
increased accessibility of
Object-Based Image
Analysis (OBIA) methods.

Applications

The use of methods from
geomorphometry is
rapidly increasing
in different
marine disciplines.
Marine Habitat
Mapping
Geomorphology
and Geohazards
Hydrodynamics
and Modelling
Change
Detection

Future Directions
?
As a community of bathymetric data users, the benthic habitat mapping

community should strive to remain aware of developments in all 5 steps of
geomorphometry.
?
Awareness of the challenges and opportunities in the marine environment

need to be raised among the wider geomorphometry community. This will
help techniques for marine geomorphometry more fully build on the existing
body of experience in the well established terrestrial community.
?
The availability of tools that streamline the workflow from data collection

to the making of benthic habitat maps will be key in making geomorphometry
accessible to marine scientists with a wide range of backgrounds and
experience. These tools should provide relevant information on data
provenance and uncertainty.
?
Applied results and improved tools need to be disseminated adequately

to facilitate the appropriate uptake of newly developed methods across the
seabed mapping community. This will enable the science of
geomorphometry to live up to its full potential.
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